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It’s hard to make anyone give a damn about ocean mapping. Everyone who had
traveled to the 2017 United Nations Ocean Conference knew this, though they loathed
admitting it. Sure, the PR lackeys could call it an ocean expedition, frame it as
adventurously as they could, but at the end of the day, it was maps. Unlike the threat of
climate change, which had begun to receive more mainstream attention, the
significance of ocean mapping seemed more abstract, and about as far away as the
ocean itself.
But the folks who had gathered in the Delegates Dining Room at the United Nations’
New York Headquarters, on an 18-acre complex where politicians signed international
pacts, cared very much about ocean mapping. Most of them had dedicated their lives to
it.
The room where they met was about as close to the ocean as Manhattan can get.
Looking out the window of the United Nations, located in the snazzy Manhattan
neighborhood of Turtle Bay, people could glimpse the heavily polluted East River,
which isn’t actually a river. It’s a saltwater tidal strait that feeds into the greater Atlantic
ocean, connecting New York with the rest of the world.
It was a summer Tuesday in June and the conference was in full swing. Prince Albert of
Monaco was in attendance, as was Entourage actor Adrian Grenier. Irina Bokova, the
then-Director General of UNESCO, had flown in from Bulgaria. The room smelled of
money. There were decisions to be made that day about the ocean, something much
bigger than all of them, something that threatened to swallow them whole.
But the real star of the event was The Nippon Foundation’s 78-year-old chairman Yohei
Sasakawa, who took that time to announce that he wouldn’t be retiring. Instead he’d be
launching Seabed 2030, an international initiative focused on mapping the entire ocean
floor in 13 years.
He called it “the people’s dream.” In that room, for those people, Sasakawa was
probably right.
For years researchers had embarked on salt soaked expeditions into the murky
unexplored depths. What Sasakawa was proposing was a quest to solve some of our
oldest oceanic cold cases in the most ambitious undersea venture ever undertaken.
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The plan was this. If all 195 countries in the world worked together, shared their data
about the parts of the ocean they’d already mapped and committed to mapping the rest,
in 13 years’ time they'd have a high-resolution map of the world’s oceans.
If it worked, it meant scientists could say they’d conquered the ocean. It meant nearly
everyone, from Europe to Asia to Antarctica to Africa to Australia to South and North
America, had cooperated.
Of course, the likelihood of that happening was about as slim as the notion of world
peace. But in that room, for those people, surely at least some of them entertained the
possibility.
After all, having the map meant making life-saving weather predictions. It meant
improving ship navigation. It It meant scientists could finally see the ramifications of
climate change, writ across the bottom of the ocean. The ocean was the final frontier.
Who knew how deep it was? Who knew what megalodons lurked below?
In 1903, His Serene Highness Prince Albert I of Monaco founded Gebco,
headquartering it in Monaco. As the world’s most high profile oceanographic enthusiast,
he lent a general sheen of glitz to the otherwise oft-ignored science of bathymetry, the
study of ocean depth. Gebco, short for the The General Bathymetric Chart of the
Oceans, is an organization that includes virtually all ocean careerists. It serves as an
international community of scientists and hydrographers obsessed with mapping the
world’s oceans. (One wonders what they’ll do after 2030.)
Gebco releases annual gridded maps of the seafloor, with updated bathymetric data on
the oceans. Their latest map, from 2019, is a hefty 12 gigabytes that takes 31 minutes
to download. One of Gebco’s oldest members, John K. Hall of the Geological Survey of
Israel, describes the organization as a “group of 30 or less people that need to get a
life.”
But the Guiding Committee of Seabed 2030 is a far more exclusive group consisting of
10 people, five from the International Hydrographic Association and five from the United
Nations’ Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, the two parent organizations
of Gebco.
At the end of the day, the 10 (two women, eight men) make the money decisions.
Everyone else just observes.
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Traditionally Gebco’s coffers were far from overflowing. Then the Nippon Foundation, a
private non-profit association, invested $18 million into Seabed. Alleged political fixer
and war profiteer Ryoichi Sasakawa, father of Yohei, had created The Nippon
Foundation after the 1951 passage of Japan’s Motorboat Racing Law, which legalized
gambling on motorboats and permitted the Nippon Foundation to collect 3.3% off the
top of all gambles placed on motorboat races.
The Foundation became an international—but controversial—source of philanthropic
revenue for maritime development and humanitarian aid. Motorboat races are a
moneymaker for Japan; in 2018 alone the Nippon Foundation had 263,297,104 yen on
hand, the equivalent of almost $2.5 million dollars.
In June 2016, at the Forum for the Future of Oceanfloor Mapping, held at the mid-tier
Novotel Monte Carlo hotel, the plan for the Nippon Foundation-Gebco Seabed 2030
project was born. (The project was quickly nicknamed Seabed 2030.) In attendance
were 60 alumni from the prestigious New Hampshire Gebco training program, along
with Prince Albert II and Robert Ballard, the world’s most well-known deep sea explorer.
It was a year before the Nippon Foundation officially announced that they would fund
the project.
The goal of the gathering was to decide a future for the ocean. There Gebco chairman
Shin Tani posed a question. What would you like to see next in the field of ocean
exploration? They conferred amongst themselves, these mappers from far flung
countries like Poland and Australia, and then asked a question that cartographers have
fantasized about since the emergence of the field. What if there was a high-resolution
map of the entire ocean?
What if.
They hatched a preliminary plan, dividing the world’s oceans into five regional centers.
There was the Southern, Atlantic-Indian, Arctic-Pacific, South and West Pacific, and the
Global ocean data center. Shortly afterward, a woman named Vicki Ferrini took charge
of the Atlantic-Indian Ocean data center and was announced as the chair of Gebco’s
Sub-Committee on Regional Undersea Mapping.
She was as perfect a candidate as could be: a Ph.D, employed as a research scientist
at Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, in her mid-40s, with an
impressive resume that proved she’d already done her time at Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution and had a couple decades of ocean-focused research
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science under her belt. She was smart, she was funny, she voted Democrat but owned
a hunting license. And she was about to occupy a powerful, public-facing position.
Ferrini’s rise to power was indicative of the quiet shift that had been happening in this
industry. After centuries of living in a world where boats were named after women, when
women weren’t allowed on these boats, where portions of the ocean were named after
the bold men who discovered them, while women stayed home and did the work that
allowed the men to go out, something had changed. Over time, the task of mapping the
ocean had delegated to a mixture of women, people of color and the men who had
always been there.
It’s a steamy Tuesday night, summer 2019. Onto the stage Vicki Ferrini strides. She’s
frizzy haired, somewhat brusque, with a toothy, mischievous smile, and an arsenal of
weapons-grade charisma at her disposal. Listening to her, you can understand how
she’s convinced so many scientists to invest in Seabed 2030.
“We know more about outer space than we do the ocean,” Ferrini tells a rapt audience
at the Bell House in the hip former industrial zone that is the Brooklyn neighborhood of
Gowanus. This public-facing event was organized by members of the Secret Science
Club, a group that puts together monthly “mind-bending lectures” on matters of scientific
intrigue. The room is packed with people on carefully chosen third dates sipping pricey
Deep Blue Sea cocktails, dozens of New Yorkers looking for a cheap way to imbibe
some culture, and me.
Ferrini explains that while our cultural obsession with outer space birthed NASA, the
government agency with an annual budget of $21 billion, the murky depths of the ocean
remain 85% unexplored. No oceanic version of NASA exists.
“There are known knowns; there are things we know we know,” U.S. Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld said in a 2002 press briefing, and “there are known
unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know.” His remarks
were scorned as the worst kind of political filibustering. But in later years, the words
came to receive a grudging sort of respect among political wonks and philosophers.
There are known unknowns, and the ocean is one of them. That is to say, we know
enough about the ocean to understand exactly how much we don’t know about it.
But Ferrini seems to know more than everyone else.
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Ferrini can, and does, talk at length about the shifting tectonic plates beneath the ocean
floor whose movements birth tsunamis, earthquakes and volcanoes, about the
underwater mountain ranges that extend for miles, and about the forms of underwater
robotics that will map the ocean at our behest.
“How can we even fathom this?” Ferrini puns, showing a photo of the Hudson Canyon.
(A fathom is a length of six feet of water.) The audience gamely groans. Ferrini’s
charming, telling stories about shopping for a Boston Whaler boat with her wife and
getting sonar explained to her.
Ferrini explains that descending into the ocean involves a trip in Alvin, a submersible
that can provide enough oxygen to three people for the operating cost of $45,000 a day.
There’s a PB4UGO sign on the boat, which is cramped enough that people often bang
their knees in it (but are too excited to care, per Ferrini). Alvin’s explored the Titanic, the
Mediterranean and a 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
For a very specific kind of child, the kind of child who begs their mom to buy them a
freshwater polka-dot stingray for their aquarium, a creature with bloody scratches on
their feet from roaming the seashore barefoot, Ferrini is an icon. When that child grows
up, wanting to become a marine biologist or a hydrographer, they’ll likely want to work
with Ferrini, who has over 20 ocean expeditions under her belt, and whose lab alone is
responsible for mapping 9% of America’s oceans out of the 15% total that has been
mapped.
Ferrini’s work is groundbreaking on two fronts. She’s one of the world’s foremost
experts in the field of ocean mapping and she is among the few women who, up until
recently, have been allowed to receive credit for the tremendous oceanographic strides
they've made in this historically male-dominated field.
“I had a blank canvas to fill with extraordinary possibilities, a fascinating jigsaw puzzle to
piece together: mapping the world’s vast hidden seafloor,” a woman named Marie Tharp
wrote in 1999. (Vicki Ferrini is also fond of referring to the ocean as a puzzle.) “It was a
once-in-a-lifetime—a once-in-the-history-of-the-world—opportunity for anyone, but
especially for a woman in the 1940s.”
In 1968, Tharp, an oceanic cartographer and geologist, created the first map of the
Atlantic Ocean, during a time when navy regulations forbade women from going on
oceanic expeditions. Pirates who lived a century earlier had worried that a female
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presence onboard a ship was bad luck. Tharp’s employers at Columbia University felt
similarly.
So Tharp created the first ocean map without ever having been to sea.
Tharp painstakingly plotted out the data points her fellow scientists gave her, collected
on expeditions exploring the Atlantic Ocean, and came up with a pattern that proved
there was a rift valley running down the center of the Atlantic. Tharp’s map showed that
the controversial theory of plate tectonics was true, that the earth was composed of nine
plates that moved and created and destroyed landmasses.
“I discounted it as girl talk and didn't believe it for a year,” geologist Bruce Heezen,
Tharp’s professional partner, said.
The map was published in 1957. Heezen and Tharp began a lifelong partnership, but for
years Tharp’s name was absent from any academic papers published on plate
tectonics. Heezen had a navy research ship and a glacier and a canyon named after
him. It took until 2015 for the International Astronomical Union to name a Moon Crater
in Tharp’s honor.
As the author of “Soundings,” the only biography of Marie Tharp that exists, Hali Felt is
the world's de facto Marie Tharp expert. Would advocating for Marie have meant Bruce
losing some of his own credentials? I ask Felt.
“Yeah, his work on his own was not nearly as groundbreaking as her work,” says Felt.
“If I think like someone ambitious I can see why he wanted to take credit for it.”
I ask her what Tharp would think of Ferrini, heading up this mandate to map the world’s
oceans.
“I think she'd think it was amazing,” said Felt. There was a short pause. “I think she’d
also wonder why it's taken so long to do.”
Over 50 years later, Jaya Roperez, a 2015 graduate of the Gebco training program, had
experiences similar to Tharp’s. “Being a woman during my time was hard,” she told me.
Working as a hydrographer at the National Mapping Authority in the Philippines, she
was the only woman. All the men hired at the same time as her were sent to sea, to
conduct ocean surveys. Roperez was left in the office, ostensibly because there was no
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woman who could be her partner on these expeditions, as per what she says was
internal agency policy in the Philippines at the time.
During her eight hour office shift, confined to the office, she played with data, just like
Marie Tharp once did. “I just kept pushing myself and reading and reading and
reading,” she said. After five years of office work the men in her office had an ongoing
bet -- that she would never be allowed out to sea.
But Roperez’s first survey out on the ocean happened, on an American boat, during a
month long expedition.
Once again as the only woman, she found it difficult to push the men on board to take
the sound velocity profiles they needed to make their data accurate, something that
ideally would be done at least twice a day, if not more often. “As I'm the only woman it's
really hard to convince them,” she said. “Surprisingly, shockingly, unfortunately, not
everyone has the enthusiasm to collect as much data as they can.”
Jaya learned that bringing sweets was key to making men listen. “One thing that I
learned is do not let people get hungry,” she said.
This year, as part of a team, she took home first prize in the Shell Ocean Xprize
competition. Her team created an unmanned service vessel, capable of mapping the
ocean without a human onboard.
She had finally gotten to explore.

On the Emmy-winning show Arrested Development, Buster Bluth tells his brother
Michael he is studying cartography, which is “the mapping of uncharted territories.”
“Sure, but hasn’t everything already been discovered though?” says Michael.
The common misconception around the ocean is that it is all mapped, in part due to the
vast expanse of blue you might see when examining a map. But that blue is deceptive.
A good 85% of the ocean remains unmapped and unknown. This is partially because
mapping through water is extremely difficult and challenging, says Dawn Wright, chief
scientist at Esri, a supplier of geographic information system (GIS) software. That’s why
we’ve mapped all of Mars before most of the ocean.
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It’s proven almost impossible to find someone working within the small, incestuous
world of ocean mapping that isn’t connected to Seabed 2030 in some way. The closest I
come is Wright, who isn’t actively involved in Seabed but has convinced Esri (valued at
$3.2 billion) to work with Seabed 2030, sharing data worth millions of dollars.
“There’s a fascination with outer space,” Wright tells me. “We’ve got Star Wars and Star
Trek and all of that. We don't have the equivalent of that for the ocean in popular
culture. Except for Aquaman. But that isn’t really the same.”
Plus, says Wright, when people look at the sky, they see constellations and planets.
With the ocean you just see the surface. That means for a lot of people what’s beneath
is out of sight, out of mind.
When I speak to Wright, the Bahamas is reeling from the effects of August’s Hurricane
Dorian. “We have a horrible amount of storm surge and that is a coastal wave hazard
that actually depends on what the sea floor is. On having those accurate maps,” she
says. Seafloor maps enable us to know where waves will go and what parts of the coast
they will flood. If we have that map, we can warn people. We can save lives.
Wright considers mapping the seabed as urgent as climate change. “People are now
realizing that climate change is real, and it's critical and we need to do something about
it. I would say the Seabed 2030 effort is also something that the world needs to know
much more about.”
But convincing all these countries to share their data is a challenge. Seabed 2030 got
off to a “rocky start,” according to Evert Flier, director of the Norwegian Hydrographic
Service. All of the states that were members of the International Hydrographic
Organization received a survey asking about Seabed 2030 participation. Only one state
agreed, 13 agreed with caveats and the rest were silent.
The countries who declined to respond have geopolitical concerns, about foreigners
cashing in on the discovery of natural resources or about giving enemies too much
information on the topography of the country, says Gebco chairman Shin Tani. But Tani
says he’d be delighted to accept any data, no matter how edited and no matter what the
resolution.
Various private sector organizations have already donated data worth almost $35
million to Gebco.
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“When we started, we had about 5% of the ocean floor. And for now it's 15%,” says
Tani.
Tani told me a story about a country he couldn’t name, whose minister didn’t want to
give up its ocean mapping data. “How many of your residents have died by tsunami?”
Tani asked. He knew it was a country where tsunamis had drowned tens of thousands.
I changed my mind about the mapping, the prime minister told Tani.
Of course, ordinary citizens can participate in Seabed 2030 too. As long as they happen
to own a 200 foot yacht.
These multimillion dollar toys come equipped with echo sounding technology for
navigation, so owners can turn on the sounders as they travel to their Bali vacations,
collect the data and donate it to Seabed. There are also ferry boats that do daily round
trips collecting echo sounding data. (Seabed 2030 requests that they navigate a little
differently every day.) And fishermen, who collect ocean mapping data for their own
purposes. They know where there’s an underwater mountain, known as a seamount,
there’s more fish to be caught.
Do you see it happening by 2030? I ask everyone I speak to.
“It’s a very scary deadline,” says Roperez.
“It has to,” says Tani. “We’ve promised we will complete it by 2030 and that is the basis
for our funding.”
“Not unless the technology changes,” said Rochelle Wigley, director of the Nippon
Foundation Gebco training program.
“The funny thing is it would cost $3.1 billion to pay for ships to go out and map the
ocean,” says John K. Hall, the man who almost single handedly mapped Israel’s
oceans. “We have over 9,000 billionaires in the United States. If they wanted to pay for
it, they would. That’s not going to happen!”
"It may be difficult to achieve,” wrote Nippon Foundation Executive Director Mitsuyuki
Unno in an email.
Nevertheless, Vicki Ferrini persists.
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In Joan Didion’s essay Holy Water, she writes that “some of us who live in arid parts of
the world think about water with a reverence others might find excessive.” But that
reverence isn’t limited to people hailing from arid climes. Ferrini, who grew up on Cape
Cod, whose playground was the beach, who refers to watching the tide as “her comfort
space,” clearly felt Didion’s reverence as well.
Here’s how to get to Ferrini’s lab: have an appointment made two months in advance.
Drive two hours from Manhattan to the Palisades. Enter Columbia University's lush,
157-acre Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory campus. Tell the bored-looking security
guard you’re looking for the Geoinformatics building.
That’s how you get to the room where much of the world’s ocean mapping data gets
funneled.
Times have changed since Marie Tharp worked on the premises. "You are all welcome
here," says a rainbow sign on the door of the building, which is #21 on the elaborate
campus map. On the day I visit, white tents are blossoming up around campus, ready to
host scientists at an open house the next day. Yellow signs with warnings about the
presence of timber rattlesnakes are plentiful.
Four women toil in the small room. One of them is Ferrini, wearing jean shorts and
smiling, sitting in front of two computer screens. The others are fellow Tinah Martin, 33,
intern Mekaylah Dale, 25, and senior staff associate Claudia Giulivi.
The women sit at their desks (Dale on the floor, legs sprawled) compiling data from
many different sources, from an academic expedition in India to a survey ship’s data
from its trip across the Atlantic Ocean.
The U.S. academic fleet’s contributions alone are derived from over 30 billion
measurements of the seafloor, Ferrini tells me.
Today, Ferrini and the women in her lab are working on the Atlantic and Indian Ocean
pieces of her ocean puzzle.
Natural light streams in through the window. Eight computer monitors show various
readings of sound waves, ocean data and topographic maps. Small details make the
room seem lived-in: the striped mug on a dusk, the squid doodled on the whiteboard
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right next to the wifi logins and scientific directives, and next to that, a blue plastic
octopus.
A vining philodendron grows near the window, a sign reading “Patricia the Plant” taped
to its box. On a diet of sunlight, water and fertilizer, she looks to be about two feet tall.
“There've been other ocean mapping initiatives,” says Ferrini. “But not of this
magnitude." There was Emodnet, for European waters, and the Atlantic Ocean
Research Alliance, for Atlantic ocean exploration, and even Lakebed 2030, for the Great
Lakes. But Seabed 2030’s ambition dwarfs them all.
But despite all the resistance and the obstacles to ocean mapping, the worldwide
progress remains promising. Ferrini and company suspect more of the ocean has been
mapped than they know of, but that data remains on Exxon Mobil private servers and
behind government mapping entities and within the closed walls of the maritime
industry. This data exists in separate places and has yet to be shared, but with some
convincing, Ferrini imagines it one day will be.
"It is their data, after all,” says Ferrini. “But we try to coax them."
According to the Seabed 2030 website, the time has come for “international
organizations, universities, non-Governmental organizations, maritime industries, youth
organizations and citizens” to share data not in the public domain. While Ferrini and
company at Columbia have always been focused on the U.S., as most of their funding
comes from U.S. projects, with Seabed 2030 they now play a new role as international
aggregators of ocean data.
Some of the unmapped ocean is international waters, belonging to no specific country.
Vicki shows me a map on her screen of which countries own what. Anything inside the
polygons scattered across the map is the territory of various nations. Anything outside
the polygons is ownerless.
“The ocean doesn’t have...no, that’s not how I like to say it,” Vicki says, pausing.
“No borders in the ocean,” I joke.
"Yeah, ocean processes don’t know these boundaries," says Vicki. “The way I like to
describe it is it belongs to everyone. It’s everyone’s ocean, because it’s international
waters.”
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But it’s these territory-less waters, miles from the shoreline, that Ferrini and company
need to make decisions about in the next 10 years. England might map England’s
shorelines and Ireland might map Ireland’s shorelines, but who will map the spaces
beyond those shores?
One of the women in the room, Tinah Martin, who is busy looking at the compilation of
data points collected from the Indian and Atlantic oceans, is an alumni of the
Gebco/Nippon training program at the University of New Hampshire. The other,
Mekaylah Dale, is currently in it.
Dale, wearing Doc Martens and an infinity scarf, is 25, on the younger end for Gebco
trainees. The average age seems to be around 30. She's from the UK, but she won't be
going back.
Right now, Dale’s working on a point in the Southern Ocean. “That should be flat,” she
says, pointing to a spot on the grid. “And it’s not.”
Delete. Sigh. Good data should be gotten on board a ship. Sound velocity profiles
should be taken periodically throughout the day. But they often aren’t.
"60% of my day is cleaning," Martin estimates.
Dale and Martin spend most of their time in Ferrini’s lab sorting through data. It's an
enormous procedure. Most of the data arrives with sound velocity issues, meaning the
sensors that collect the data aren’t correctly calibrated. Cleaning it means pulling up
data for a manual examination and deleting anything that looks unnatural.
I had arrived prepared to spend hours observing Ferrini work, imagining a large room
not unlike a NASA space center, where charts of the ocean were tacked up and
scientists walked around with notepads barking at interns. But the room is quiet, and so
are the people in it, working companionably, at a not-particularly hurried pace. (Every
now and then Ferrini hums, just a little bit, as she works.)
These women work mostly on their computers, serving as virtual janitors sifting through
bits of data for a cleaning job, looking at it point by painstaking point.
Like most adventures, the creation of a high resolution map of the ocean was, at the
end of the day, less novel quest and more hard work.
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And there's only so long you can watch people doing hard, boring work without feeling
guilty for not doing some of it yourself.
I thanked them for their time.
The thrill of an ocean map wasn't in precisely how it was done, although it was a sort of
quiet thrill to sit in a room full of women and plants and colorful mugs, but more in the
fact that the women had gotten there at all, considering this was the same campus
where Marie Tharp had once rejiggered our understanding of the ocean.
I leave and drive to Lamont Hall, the first building on campus, which Columbia
University gave to Doc Hewing, head of the Lamont Geological Laboratory, who was
threatening to defect to MIT with his staffers. This was where Marie Tharp worked for a
short period of time. I wanted to see if there was any sign of her.
Lamont Hall is closed for renovation, with a “do not enter” sign tacked on the door. No
locks, beyond the interior one. I suppose it was a fair assumption that a bunch of
genteel scientists involved with creating cures for future diseases won't be tempted by
breaking and entering.
Through the window I could see the building is empty, with construction debris
everywhere. Columbia says it’s planning to turn it into a technology-equipped
administrative center. In front of the house, there is a large statue of a man sitting on a
horse while reading a book. No sign of Marie.
But Marie might be pleased to see that things are changing. The same way a shifting of
plates deep below the ocean’s surface can cause tsunamis far above it, a change that
has begun with Gebco is affecting all aspects of the ocean mapping industry.

In 1989, at age 45, Shin Tani, then a hydrographer for the Japanese government,
looked around at the Gebco table and noticed he was the youngest person. Fourteen
years later, in 2003, he was still the youngest person. The committee had taken in zero
new blood, and the old (white, male) guard was retiring, leaving a problematic void.
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The active board members still skew older, with an average age of 50-65, says Tani.
But the new members joining are about 20 years younger than the average Gebco
board member.
Gebco explicitly created its training program, based out of the University of New
Hampshire, to diversify the ocean mapping community. Every year it takes in just six
students from six different countries and teaches the craft of ocean mapping in three
graduate level courses, worth 13 to 16 credits. Program alumni are slated to become
the world's next hydrographers, feted at fundraisers and in the pages of scientific
journals. They often become Gebco liaisons in their home countries, convincing their
governments to share their ocean data with Gebco, so one day it might end up on one
of the computer screens in Ferrini’s lab.
Program Director Rochelle Wigley, who herself graduated from the program in 2008,
says she got over 120 applicants for 2019. “It sounds really silly, but my main criteria is
passion for the ocean,” she says. Given the investment in the students (the Nippon
Foundation gives approximately $50,000 in funding per student, along with an annual
stipend of $24,000), Wigley has to ensure applicants will stay in the field after
graduation. So far her retention rate is 100%.
The training program prides itself on being as international as possible. “We have three
or four different religions and people from countries that are at war with each other, all
working happily in the classroom,” says Wigley. Mekaylah Dale's classmates are from
Malaysia, Angola and Kenya. I n the years since the program began, it’s minted 96
alumnis. The once almost-entirely white male field of ocean mapping has gotten
distinctly more diverse, until it morphed into what I saw when I arrived at the
Geoinformatics building -- four women of diverse backgrounds tasked with creating a
map of the ocean.

These four women will meet the many other oceanic decision makers at the annual
early November 2019 Gebco conference in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Shin Tani is
there, asking speakers questions when no one else has any. There’s Rochelle Wigley
milling about, there’s Jaya Roperez hugging me, there’s Vicki Ferrini at what is clearly
the cool kid’s table, wearing a purple windbreaker and making everyone laugh.
I enter the conference on day two of the week-long extravaganza. Tani is sure to
reiterate to the audience that the 15-minute health breaks between speeches are for
networking purposes. The key to this conference, like most conferences, is networking.
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Can the Australian representative offer a data sharing technique to the Canadian one?
Can Guam share some insight into data storage with the United Kingdom? What can
Norway bring to the table?
I sit at a table with Johnathan Kool and Aero Lesplastier of Geoscience Australia. Kool
tells everyone that the conservative prime minister in Australia seems to really support
the mapping. Australia’s oceans are approximately 30% mapped, says Lesplastier, in
between bites of his first-ever churro. Evert Flier, director of the Norwegian
Hydrographic Service, advises me to never take a hot shower again. Cold showers are
better for the immune system. Karen Marks, geophysicist at the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, bemoans the cold. Linden Brinks, who “facilitates mapping
of the Great Lakes,” talks about the difficulties of being vegan. Everyone is doing their
darndest to make those connections that will keep them funded and fed through their
next year of work, all the way until the entire seabed is mapped.
Here they all are, all the pieces of the puzzle, eating Tex-Mex, and ready to put the
pieces together.
It’s the biggest conference yet, at 150 people. “Normally it’s about 60 folks,” Marks tells
me. “And most of them are new. Looks like we’re getting attention.”
The conference is accompanied by a soundtrack of near-constant murmuring.
“We should get back in touch with Albania…”
“Honestly, it’s like an analysis of the code.”
“That’s the data you need to add in!”
Gebco released its first ocean map in 1905, composed of 32,000 soundings. Now we
have billions of soundings. We’ve come a long way from the lead line, when scientists
just dropped a leaded rope into the ocean to measure how deep it was.
There’s much talk about how seeing a vast expanse of blue ocean on a map leads
people like Arrested Development’s everyman archetype Michael Bluth to believe the
ocean is already mapped. “Maybe we should talk to Google?” someone suggests.
People love this idea.
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On day three, Vicki speaks. She’s moderating a panel on the hurdles Seabed 2030 will
face. The room is a who’s who of mapping. There’s the 6-foot-6-inch Kevin Hope from
the military-facing National Geospatial Intelligence Agency, and Sebastian de Halleux,
COO of ocean drone mapping company Saildrone, as well as Federica Foglini, who is
developing an AI to predict where marine litter will accumulate. Not to mention the herds
of men that gather in closed gaggles to talk grants.
There Ferrini says something no one else has tried to articulate.
“It almost doesn’t matter if it happens by 2030.”
The room waits for her to finish the thought. No murmur now.
“If we can pull a network of people together, that’s the more long lasting effect.”
And that effect? People suddenly giving a damn about the ocean, and its maps? New
countries agreeing to share ocean mapping data? Technology advances serving
science and not vice versa?
That’ll happen. Ferrini knows it.

